Foreword
Partha S. Chatterjee
It is always laudable when institutions and individuals come together for a worthy cause. Ovarcome is one
such charitable cause, dedicated to raising awareness amongst women of the subcontinent for ovarian
cancer. It is a deadly disease claiming many helpless women, which could have been prevented through
early detection and treatment.

Better Bangla has stepped forward to partner with Ovarcome and educate us, while entertaining us
through Brishti’s Bangla rock and the melodious tunes of Dipayan Bhattacharya and Runa Zaman, two
local accomplished artists. Better Bangla brings Bengal to Bayou City every weekend, helping us bridge
the gap with motherland and its culture. Bengali is a rich language and culture – Better Bangle helps us
taste that every week half a world away through innovative programs and discussion. They have helped
with many community efforts, not only in the arts and entertainment area but also with charities, dedicated
to causes like ovarian cancer.

We sincerely hope this serves as a clarion call to other institutions where they not only serve the local
community but also deliver tangible benefits to the world at large. These causes need our whole-hearted
support and other institutions just like Better Bangla or Ovarcome can become ambassadors for such
good humanitarian causes. The afflicted do not have to fight alone – be it natural calamity or deadly
scourge; as human beings, let’s marshal our forces and join together.

Heartfelt kudos to all of you in making this truly an evening to remember as you enjoy the latest tunes of
Brishti and rain your generosity for a worthy cause.
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আপনারা শুনছেন বেতার োাংলা
“আপনারা শুনছেন বেতার োাংলা – আমরা আোর ফিছর এছেফে আপনাছের েছে, বেই শফনোছরর ফেছেল বেলায়, যখন
আপফন আপনার পফরোছরর েছে েছে আরাম েছর চায় চু মুে ফেছেন আর আগামীোল রফেোর ! বেটা বেছে আরও
োল লাগছে ! আগামী এে ঘণ্টায় আপনাছের আমরা ফনছয় যাে বেই পুরছনা ফেনগুফলছত – ফিছর যাছেন
হছয়ত
ঢাো’র েুছে বেই োত্রজীেছন, ো েলোতার অফলছত গফলছত োটান বেই জীেন যুদ্ধ।” – অনুষ্ঠান শুরু েরছেন বগাপা
– আপনার েযাস্ত জীেছনর মছযয এে ঘণ্টার ফনমমল আনন্দ উপহার বেছে বেতার োাংলা। ফনশ্চয়ই োেছেন বয আজ
োল োল গান োড়া আর ফে হছে? ফনশ্চয়ই ফেেু এেটা নতু ন হছে – আজ েফে েুোন্ত’র জন্মফেন উপলছে শুনছেন
তাাঁর বলখা েফেতা’র আেৃফি ফশমুল মুস্তািার েছে। আপনারা ঠিে যছরছেন, অছনে েড় মাছপর গুণীজছনর জন্ম
শতোফষমেী ো েুই শতোফষমেীর মছযযও আমরা ফেন্তু েফে েুোন্ত বে েু ছল যাই ফন। বেতার োাংলা েেেময়ই এেটু
আলাো। হুস্টছন এছেফেছলন েফলউছের এে েড়েড় েেীত পফরচালে – তাাঁর েক্তছের বেড়া টপছে আমরা তাাঁর
োোৎোর বপলাম না ! ফেন্তু আমাছের স্টু ফেও বত ফযফন এছে আপনাছের েছে েথা েলছলন – ফতফন হছলন ‘মছনর
মানুষ’ েফে’র পফরচালে – বগৌতম বঘাষ। যার েফে োড়া জাফগছয়ছে েুই োাংলায় এোযাছর।
“আজছের প্রথম প্রশ্ন হল...” – এছে বগছেন োেফল তার কুইছজর ব ালা ফনছয়! োেফল কুইজ েরছেন, “... ফেছের
এেমাত্র বেশ যাছের জাতীয় পতাোয় োইছেল এর েফে বেখা যায়?...বিান েরুন তাড়াতাফড়... স্টু ফেও’র বিান...”।
আশ্চযম ! আপনারা ফনশ্চয়ই োছেন বয এরা বোথা বথছে এেে প্রশ্ন খুাঁছজ ফনছয় আছে? হয়ত বেছেফেছলন প্রশ্ন হছে
অমুে গাছন, েফেছত বোন অফেছনতা অফেনয় েছরছেন? - ফেন্তু না! এরা বতা বেটার োাংলা ! আমরা যছথষ্ট
খাটা খাটি েছর আপনাছের জনয এমন কুইজ পফরছেশন েরার বচষ্টা েফর বযগুফল হছে আেষমণীয় এোং থােছে ফেেু টা
তথয। শুছনফেলাম জ্ঞাছনর বোন েীমা বনই!
বিাছনর োফতটা চমোছে! “বেতার োাংলা...আপফন এয়াছর আছেন, বে েথা েলছেন?”...” হযাছলা...ইছয়ে...(ফহফন্দছত)
আফম োাংলা েুফ না... ফেন্তু োাংলা গান আমার োল লাছগ। আফম ফে এেটা গাছনর অনুরয েরছত পাফর?” –
“...ফনশ্চয়ই পাছরন...” “এেটা রুনা’র গান বশানাছেন?...আর গানটা প্লীজ বেফেছেট েরছেন আমার োক্তারোেু বে
– উফন োঙালী !” – অোযারণ! “শুনছত থাকুন...আপনার গান আেছে এেটু পছরই”
“এর পছরর গান হল – েফি হাউছের বেই আড্ডাটা আজ আর বনই...বগছয়ছেন...” – চমৎোর! এতেছণ আপফন
হাফরছয় বগছেন ফেছলট ো েীরেূ ছমর গফলছত !
বেতার োাংলায় আমাছের ফেোে বেফচত্র ো ফেফেন্নতায়। আমরা চাই েেলছে েছে ফনছয় চলছত – বোট-েড়, নারীপুরুষ, বেশী-ফেছেশী, োাংলা োষী ফে অনয োষী – আমরা আনন্দ ফেছত চাই েেলছে। আরও এেটা েথা – মাছ
মাছ হয়ত বরফেও বত ফেজ্ঞাপছনর ফেরফত টা এেটু বেফশ মছন হয়, মছন হয় েতেছণ আোর ফিছর যাে গানেফেতা-নাটছে। ফেন্তু আমরা োলোফে আমাছের প্রছতযেটি ফেজ্ঞাপন োতাছে – এরা োড়া ফেন্তু আমরা আপনাছের
োছে বপৌেছত পারে না ! তাই এই ফেজ্ঞাপন োতাছের যনযোে জানাই আমাছের ও আপানাছের তরি বথছে।
এতেছণ েুছ ছেন ফনশ্চয়ই বেতার োাংলা বেন বেটার োাংলা ? (ো বেহ-তর োাংলা!)

শুনছত থাকুনঃ বেতার োাংলা।

You are tuned in to Better Bangla
“You are tuned in to Better Bangla -- we are back with you on a Saturday afternoon, exactly when you are
enjoying your favorite cup of tea, with your family, and generally feeling good about the coming Sunday.
Yes – we will take you back to you student days in Dhaka or the days of your early struggle in life in the
City of Joy – Kolkata for the next one hour” – the voice of Gopa with the opening remarks for another
edition of Better Bangla’s Saturday show. You are now waiting to hear what else you will get to hear today,
in addition to the great selection of songs. You will probably get to hear a poem of Kobi Sukanto, recited
by Shimul Mustafa! We did not forget the genius of a poet and pride of Bengal, while celebrating the birth
centenaries of more famous literary figures. At Better Bangla, it’s always a bit off beat. We could not
manage our way in recording an interview with one of the music directors of Bollywood, while he was
passing through Houston, but we had in our studio the director of the film ‘Moner Manush’ – Goutam
Ghosh talking to you about a film which has built bridges between the two Bengals recently.
“Today’s first quiz is …” – there goes Kakoli with her string of quizzes, “…which is the only country in the
world to have a bible on its flag?” OMG! You are thinking: where on earth they find these quizzes? When
you expect to hear a quiz like...” who was the actor dancing during this particular song in the film?” –
Again, we are different – Better! We work hard to bring you the most interesting quiz, something which will
enrich all of us with one more byte of information. Didn’t someone say that there is no end of knowledge?
The phone line is blinking! “This is Better Bangla and you are on air! Who is this?” ...”ya. Hello…hmm..you
know I do not follow Bengali, but I love your songs…I want to request a song of Runa, and I want to
dedicate it to my doctor sahab, who is a Bengali ..” Isn’t that interesting? Gopa and Kakoli are
overwhelmed…”of course we will play your song and dedicate it to your doctor sahab….keep listening”
“Our next song is: Coffee house er sei adda ta aaj aar nei !” – by now you have plunged into the past and
reminiscing your youth spent in Sylhet or Birbhum!
We at Better Bangla believe in diversity and wish to cater to various interest groups. We do our best to
bring you quality entertainment for a short period of time every week. It may not be comprehensible that
between three of us we spend at least 6-7 hours to prepare for the 1 hour program. And yes, sometimes,
the string of commercials are more of an irritation than information. But we at Better Bangla sincerely
appreciate each one of our advertisers for helping us to reach out to you every Saturday. So please join
us in appreciating our sponsors and in turn sponsor their businesses.
By now you know what is Better Bangla all about and why it is BETTER Bangla (or Beh-tar Bangla !)

KEEP LISTENING.
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Let Us.......

Sabera Chowdry
Let us play and sing the melody of ups and downs
A see-saw to laugh when up, and shed some tears when down.
Let us continue to be strong amidst this life in its tumultuous throng,
To tread and till the future fields for folks born and yet unborn.
Let us enjoy the fruits and rewards of the efforts of a kind,
As instruments to inculcate and cultivate the finery of mind.
Let us try to turn turtle the turmoil and tumble the unrest,
So folly of mind be realized to carve out our journey with zest.
Let us come together and form a common bond of humanity,
Foster at bay the belligerence and transform begrudging to sanity.
Let us assay, be astute, and allay our fears born out of myopia,
Taking care to tread with wisdom and not go chasing a utopia.
Let us assemble with courage and gather our heritage with pride,
Having traveled aeons cherish its efforts and not let it die.
Let us wake up and take a step to nurture and preserve,
End this slumber, walk the path, and ensure what we deserve.
Let us not muzzle the voice to voice the good, the useful;
Be a change maker, a searcher, a path finder.

.

Let us end this daredevil dance of global decadence,
Take delight in reshaping the world with confidence.
Let reborn, unborn, and born generations rejoice,
Revel in the life’s wealth woven with careful choice.
Let the seas welcome water and night the darkness sans fear,
To collect to encompass the whole and part in every sphere.
Let us join hands around the world to make a chain
which no lash nor war can reduce it to a pile of pain.
Let sweet peace be the only shrieking sound
To cure and end the wailing wounds all around.

হিউস্টনের আকাশ
রমা মুন াপাধ্যায়

সুহিশাল আকাশ ।

হেনমেঘ হেমেল েীল গগে ।
হিস্তীর্ে হিকচক্রিানল অসীনমর হমলে ।
মনে পনে ো
এমেটি কনি দিন হি
দকাথায় দিন হি ।

আমার দকালকাতায়
আসীম গগে দকাথায় ?
আধ্ুহেক েগনরর িহুতল প্রাসাি
তার আোল িনত উঁহক মানর

এরপর।
গুটিকয় সমুদ্র
গুটিকয় দিশ

পার িনয় উনে এলাম ওিামার দিনশ ।
জগত সভানয় দেষ্ঠ আসনে থাকা
মাহকে ে মুলুক।
হিত্ত ,যন্ত্র ,কমেহেপুর্তা

আর স্কাই-স্ক্র্যাপানরর দিশ ।

এক এক হচলনত আকাশ ।

এনস দি লাম োসার দিশ দটক্সাস
দপলাম এ ানেই উন্মুক্ত আকাশ

শিনরর যােজট
অিূনরর কলকার াো
শুধ্ু িোয় িূষর্

অপার েীনল ক নো দি া দিয়
টু কনরা টু কনরা কাল দমঘ

স্বচ্ছতার ওপর টানে আিরর্ ।
েীহলমায় েীল হিপুল আকাশ
দস ানে কই?
িযাহতক্রম েয় শিরতহলও ।

হিশাল ,িযাহিময় ,সুির
ূ েীলাকাশ ।

চনল িুরন্ত িাতানসর দিগ ।

তারপনর োনম হির হিনর িৃহি।
দযে উল্লাহসত জলপরীনির োো ভহিমার
োচ।
দমনঘর চাির সহরনয়
আিার দি া দিয় েীল আকাশ ।

হেনমেঘ ,হেমেল অেন্ত েীল গগে
হিস্তীর্ে হিকচক্রিানল অসীনমর হমলে।
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A personal Encounter with Cancer
Srabani Roy Akilla

Fifteen years back, on one June afternoon it was raining heavily in a small town of South India. I
was waiting outside the operation theatre of one of the most reputed hospitals in India, Christian Medical
College & Hospital, Vellore. My mother was taken inside for her prolonged thyroid removal surgery. While
waiting for any surgery updates, my incessant flow of tears were blending well with outside rain stream.
That was the first time in my life I was truly hit by the word “Cancer”.
My mother was always frail with many health related issues. Hypothyroidism was one of them for
which she was under the care of one renowned Endocrinologist in Kolkata. Still, a few of her symptoms
were not normal and we decided to take her to CMC in Vellore. Upon arrival, within a week, we had come
to know that she had Medullary Thyroid Cancer. Without any delay she was on surgery table for the
removal of thyroid gland which was followed by radiotherapy, isotope treatment and several other clinical
trials. Medullary was neither a life threatening type of cancer, nor a very ignorable one. Moreover her
cancer had already spread to the neck lymph nodes and was in advance stage. We were devastated
mentally, physically, and of course financially. To make it worse, doctors had informed us that it was
familial cancer and several other members in our family might have inherited that cancerous gene. As a
result, all our relatives in India and abroad were alerted to get a particular blood test done or to go through
a genetic screening that would detect any future possibility of thyroid cancer. No sooner, quite a few
relatives from nine to fifty years old, from uncles to cousins, were lined up for surgery. Suddenly ‘cancer’
became the talk of the family. We were discussing nothing but cancer. CMC Hospital had become our
home away from home for treatment, follow ups, therapies taking over months and years. Meanwhile my
mother started showing signs of improvement and we realized that we all were not that much frightened
anymore with the very name of cancer. We were not asking our doctors the same question hundred times.
We were not in a constant gloomy state of mind. We were sharing jokes while waiting outside the isotope
department or going for long drives in Chennai, relishing sumptuous South Indian dishes or filling our
shopping bags with gorgeous Kanjivaram sarees. My mother herself was constantly making fun of her
post radiotherapy burnt looks.
No doctor could predict my mother’s survival expectancy, nor did we hold out much hope. Fifteen
years later my mother is still enjoying her life the way she always did by taking pleasure in the simple
things like gardening, cooking, spending time with grandchildren or dancing with them on her favorite
Bollywood tune “Kajra re”. All other relatives who had undergone thyroid removal surgery have
recuperated as well. Uncles are cherishing their retired lives to the fullest by trekking in Kashmir or
traveling abroad, while cousins are pursuing their studies, and planning for career, marriage.
Thus, cancer was a journey for us through which we learned not to ignore suspicious symptoms,
not to delay its required treatment, most importantly not to kill our inner strength to fight against it and not
to die before we actually die. Do you remember the famous song “Tujhse naraz nehi zindegi, hayran hun
main”? One could be ‘ hayran’ with cancer, but should not be “naraz with zindegi”!
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OVARIAN CANCER – The Basics at a Glance
Abhik Mallick

Ovarian cancer is an affliction that affects over 15,000 women every year. It is a deadly disease that
acts fast, which is why the human race needs to find a cure even faster. One of the main problems facing
us in the battle against ovarian cancer is the fact that there is no reliable system for early detection for this
deadly disease. Many women live for months without realizing that they have developed this cancer, and
when they do realize it, it is often too late. It is for these reasons we, as human beings, must have a united
front against this disease, the same way we did with polio or the smallpox virus. There are several
organizations that dedicate themselves to the research and eventual elimination of ovarian cancer. One of
the most prominent organizations is the National Ovarian Cancer Coalition. Other organizations that are
generating awareness and raising funds are our very own Better Bangla and Ovarcome. There are
several organizations that are active in this noble cause, and all one must do to get involved is to just
simply ask. In conclusion, let me leave you with a few facts so it is easier to visualize the true nature of
this affliction:

•

Ovarian cancer accounts for approximately three percent of cancers among women. While the
ninth most common cancer among women, ovarian cancer is the fifth leading cause of cancerrelated death among women, and is the deadliest of gynecologic cancers.

•

A woman’s lifetime risk of developing ovarian cancer is 1 in 71, while a woman’s lifetime risk of
dying from ovarian cancer is 1 in 95.

•

Approximately 1.2% were diagnosed under the age of 20, 3.5% between 20 and 34, 7.3% between
35 and 44, 19.1% between 45 and 54, 23.1% between 55 and 64, 19.7% between 65 and 74,
18.2% between 75 and 84, and 8% were above the age of 85.

September was the National Ovarian Cancer Awareness Month, if you have been pre occupied with other
things, now is the time to get up and help out!

Statistics found from: http://www.ovariancancer.org/about-ovarian-cancer/statistics/
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AASCHI…
Urmi Mukerji

It’s a bright and beautiful day, the sun shines through my window and I instantly turn my back to it.
. Today’s the big day. I carry my SAT prep book along with me for some review, and call out
absentmindedly to my mom, “bye”. Immediately my mother runs behind me and starts to reprimand me for
forgetting the golden rule.

In the small state of West Bengal in India, lies my parent’s hometown, Kolkata. Kolkata sits on the
shores of the holy distributaries of Ganges, a city rich in art and tradition, a city where the historic Victorian
soul still survives. My family‘s rituals, traditions and customs are all traced back to these very rusty yet
beautiful streets of Kolkata. One of these traditions has been a part of my life ever since my early
childhood days. I was always told that whenever I was to leave , I was never to say goodbye. I was always
to say “aaschi”.

At first it seemed strange, I wondered why I wasn’t taught to say goodbye, like all my other friends.
You see “aaschi” represents the elegant concept that one must never forget his or her roots. We must
always return to our origins, revert to our basic foundations; we must come back every time we leave. As
Shakespeare brilliantly puts it “But 'tis a common proof / that lowliness is young ambition's ladder, /
whereto the climber-upward turns his face; / But when he once attains the utmost round, / He then unto
the ladder turns his back. ”Success can only truly embrace us if and only if we learn to appreciate and
value our roots. My culture, custom and traditions are mere vessels that have carried life changing
lessons and essential morals and principals. My successes and failures are all attributed to my upbringing,
to my principals of life, to my ethics and moral code. These necessities of a sincere and honest lifestyle
have all been inscribed into my mind heart and soul by my Bengali culture. By simply remembering to say
“aaschi (I’ll be back)” I constantly renew the foundation of my being.

I ignore my mom’s yelling. I think to myself, “it doesn’t make a difference”. I’m about to leave when
I turn around. I call out: “Aaschi”.
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My thoughts……..
Anusha De (13 years)

It was a Saturday morning, maybe a year ago, and I had just woken up. I came downstairs,
when I stopped for a moment. I heard music, the kind of music my father used to play in the
morning when I was little. I thought that he turned the music on but then found out that it was
playing on the radio. It was a Bangla radio program. This was the first time I heard ‘Better
Bangla’. It made me very happy, as I could relate to it. It was like making an instant connection
with something common in my life!

‘Better Bangla’ has now become a very familiar name to me. It means listening to good music
and interesting quiz questions. I look forward to listening to it more or less every Saturday
afternoon. My favorite part, of course, is answering the challenging quiz questions by Rajib
Kaku on the radio program. Even if I don’t always get them right, I still end up learning
something. And if I get them right, I win movie tickets or restaurant coupons. So I try to be a
little bold and pick up the phone! Another part of the show that I really like is the music that
Gopa Mashi plays. The music is based on a particular theme which makes it very interesting
and unique. Since I understand the Bangla language quite well, I enjoy and understand the
program including the conversations quite well.

I wish Better Bangla success in all its future endeavors, and hope that it continues to entertain
the listeners for many many years!

My Life changed…!
Auritro Mallick

I recently had the chance to stay at an Ashram in Goa, India for 5 months. The
experience is still hard for me to understand though I feel it has changed me in a
permanent way. One thing that is interesting about the experience is that I do not have
any complaints about it. Yes it was hot, but the Ashram was surprisingly clean. I even
found that if I wore traditional Indian clothes, the heat bothered me less than if I wore
western attire.
Perhaps this is because I went to India with an entirely different purpose than most
abroad Indians visiting their homeland. I went to get closer to God.
So why did I go to India to get closer to God? To make a long story short I have been
doing spiritual practice with an organization named the Spiritual Science Research
Foundation (SSRF) for 2 years now, and this spiritual practice has changed my life. I
cannot begin to describe the internal changes this has brought about…and I do not think
I really could. I learned a lot at all levels, physical, psychological, and spiritual. Below are
some of the things I have carried back with me.
One of the things I learned at the Ashram was just how wasteful we as Americans have
become. We not only waste in gross (food, paper, fuel, etc.) but we even waste things
that are not material like time. At the Ashram, we were told to conserve everything as
much as possible, and this meant we turned lights and fans off when we left the room,
made sure to save paper, and even made sure to try to come closer to God at every
moment. For an example of how to use time wisely, consider that eating too can be
spiritual practice if we pray and try to feel God’s presence while doing it.
I have always been a calm person, but I find I am calmer now because I feel like I am in
the present more. Before going to the Ashram, I always wanted things to go my way. But
when you are at an Ashram, you learn to adjust. I went through many situations where
things did not go my way, and this taught me to live more in the present and accept.
Overall, I just feel more connected to God. I cannot describe what this means, but it is
wonderful. It is hard to explain something spiritual in words.
I do not have a negative impression of India at all. In fact, I feel there is much India has
to offer that most of us do not even try to understand. The ancient wisdom of India can
help us to understand and develop ourselves much more than a life based on
materialism can. If we are always out to get each other and win for ourselves, we do not
develop the love for others that brings true happiness. I feel we can all benefit by
studying ourselves and seeing how to change ourselves for the better. The world would
be a completely different place if we lived this way.
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